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Introducing my project:

Dam removal mapping

- Removed Dams
- Planned to be removed dams
- Potentials?
Workprocess for data

Step 1: Data collection → Preparation
Step 2: Data analysis → What is available?
Step 3: Processing of data → What did I get, and what will be shown
Step 4: Results → Maps
Step 5: Data usability after project → After my project

Collecting data from existing data sets
A dam is a constructed barrier of all sizes located across a watercourse for impounding water for water controlling, infrastructural or electricity generation purposes (Poff & Hart, 2002).
Removed dams in Spain, England and Wales
Planned to be removed in Sweden
Barrier Priorization Tools

Use of Geographical information tools!
Evaluating tools!

Use best for Sweden (Värmland)
Planned to be removed in Sweden
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